Dritëro Agolli is one of the greatest poets of Albanian literature. He did not break his ties with his homeland, neither physically, nor poetically, artistically, and linguistically. He wrote dozens of poems about the natural environment he came from and wrote so simply and so clearly that he is amazinf, becoming a model and guide for others in this regard. The clarity and simplicity brought with special art, without falling into simplification and stripped of figuration, accompanied him until he wrote the last verse. The poet emphasized that "The poetry necessarily requires a figurative and original verse, a verse where the poet's individuality is felt. I'm not about simplifying poetry, for stripping it from figuration.
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In the poet's work, this poet easily notes that his language does not know the limitations in the use of words, especially those that were not once called literary and poetic. The poet has also managed to use every word even in poetry. He has raised in popular art, especially the folk lexicon. Jani Thomai writes that for Dritëro "I have been created the feeling of a more folk symbol and representative, in his own self and in his creative work, in behavior and in attitudes. In literary creativity, the folk scent is felt pleasant not only in prose, but also in poetry, which is brought by abudant lexical, phraseological, semantic and syntactic folk instruments. Perhaps it is not necessary to testify to this folk flavor in the Dritëro"s poetic discourse, because everyone who dives into his waters immediately senses that within the creator himself there is something that is previously transposed and faithfully transferred to his poetry, but the transposition is the same in the opposite direction: he who reads the literary work of the Dritëro, even in only the poetic discourse, knows Dritëro himself, enters his creative spirit, is convinced that the phenomenon Dritëro is rare for the almost full author's melting with his literary creativity, because the literary production is the author himself in every aspect. He does not pretend and does not need to devise poetry, it stems straight from his heart." 2 Our article goes away from the whole text, whether in poet"s short poetry or poetry consisting of hundreed verses. He pauses in the analyses and linguistic and stylistic interpretations in minimal structures which have an adjecive in their content. Furthermore, knowing that the meaning and the meaning shift of adjectives, as well as the marking and expressive values of the adjectives are not always clearly revealed in these structures (the least in the two-part syntagmas), we have given in all cases the adjective's life in the sentence, in sayings extracted from poetry and which generally come with 2 or more verses. This way the perception of linguistic values in poetry is intertwined with the perception of artistic values, constantly emphasizing not only the stylistics of literary figure, but also the minimal versification structures. All of this, even though at first glance seems to exclude the study of full works in the poetry of our poet, where the adjectives in various poetic functions, especially as epithets of metaphorical value, have caused us to encounter interesting and valuable phenomena and processes for further and in-depth studies. 2. The minimal structures with adjectives or syntagms with an adjective part in the poetry of Dritëro Agolli can be analyzed morphologically, focusing on two aspects: the morphological affiliation of the leading parts of these structures / syntagms and the phenomena of the word formation of adjectives as the part of these constructions.
3. These structures can be studied also syntaxically, focusing on the syntactic function of a given adjective. Here we encounter some examples: a) In the structures with adjective in the poetry of Dritëro Agolli on nature, land or plants we encounter dozens of cases when the adjective emerges in the predicative function, especially as part of the noun predicate (when together with the verb "këpujë" builds a predicate of this type). In this case the head of the syntagma is double, the adjective is led by the noun and the verb.
Molla ish e madhe dhe me vjershën, Mbushej plot siç mbushet globi i botës. (Gdhihet..., f. 144) b) Adjective can emerge as a predicate determinant. Even in this case, the head of the syntagma is double, the adjective is led by the noun and the verb. This double dependence of the adjective appears even when it comes out as the subject predicate, even when it comes out as the object predicate.
has distinguished between these two different concepts. 5. The minimal structures with adjective can also be seen according to semantic relations. The emergence of a new meaning in the structure of a word implies the vertical enrichment of the language lexicon, a process otherwise known as the polysemic process. The academician Jani Thomai emphasizes that "Expanding the understanding structure of words is enrichment for the lexicon, it is one of the inner ways of increasing the expressive force of language. In this view, every new meaning that is born is the same as any newly formed word. However, the agreement is not difficult, because the words are used in speech related to other words, thus creating contexts within which each word brings about only one of its meanings."
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We are presenting usages in the minimal structures of the adjectives in the poetry of Dritëro Agolli according to semantic relations, referring to literary stylistics: The synonym minimal structure (Në fillim e imët, si degë panje e lagur, / Vjen dita e brishtë, e mekët, e zbehtë, / Vështron në dritare, kalon e drojtur pragun, E dobët, e mitur, e lehtë.); antonymic structure (Blerimi i gjelbër i grurit dhe pjekja e tij e florinjtë), structures with enumeration (Vreshta duket, / Si grua, / E porsadalë nga materniteti: / E pafuqishme, / E lodhur, / E qeshur) etc.
Dritëro Agolli also uses many poetic pronounciation figures, such as apostrophes and exclamations (Obo-bo mullar, ç'të panë sytë, / Obo-bo ti kashta e florinjtë); Structure with consonance (Atdhe, të ndiej edhe në zhurmën e rrapit të lashtë, Edhe në fijen e brishtë të barit) etc.
Finally, we emphasize that Dritëro Agolli is not only one of the most prominent contemporary writers in Albanian literature but the literary language of his literary work has direct and multiple links to the standard Albanian lexicon. We can say that almost the entire language is part of its normative lexicon. This implies that even the paradigmatic group of adjectives derived from his poetic work is an integral part of this lexicon.
